To run the werewolves game, go to the folder and run the following commands from terminal:

% ./install.sh //you need to give a UNIX password for moderator and a name to create a moderator

% python makeusers.py X // this will create X groups.

**MAKE AT LEAST FIFTEEN GROUPS, i.e., X>15**

// if the permission is denied, do the followings:
% chmod a+x mkusr.sh
% python makeusers.py X // create X groups.

//Enter a password and user name for each user

su - moderator_name // to change the user mode as moderator
//give the pw for moderator
python server.py

su – user_name_for_group1 // from another terminal to run the user
//give the pw for the user1
python client.py

su – user_name_for_group2 // from another terminal to run the user
//give the pw for the user2
python client.py

su – user_name_for_group3 // from another terminal to run the user
//give the pw for the user3
python client.py

And so on...